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Republic of the Philippines
Department of Envlronment and Natural Resources
MINES AND GEOSCIENCES BUREAU
Regional Office No. Xlll
Km. 2 Nolionol Highwoy, Surigoo City
Tel No. (+63 86) 826-5256; Fox No. (+63 86) 826-1058; E-moil: info@mgbrl3.ph; website: www.mgbrl3.ph

RD-G-13-10-351

November 4,2013

HONORABLE AMBROSIO O. LIM
Municipal Mayor
Municipality of LaPaz
Province of Agusan del Sur

Dear Mayor Lim,

Respectfully furnishing your end the document entitled "Results of the MGB Landslide
and Flood Assessment and Mapping (1:10,000 scale) of the Municipality of La Paz,
Province of Agusan del Sur". The assessment is in line with the government's effort
aimed at reducing, if not totally mitigating the destructive effects and impacts of natural
hazards to the populace.

The Office expresses its deep gratitude for the support and assistance rendered to the
Geohazard Mapping and Assessment Team of our Regionat Office during the conduct
of the field survey.

We fook fonryard to a continuing partnership and collaboration with the LGU of La Paz,
Agusan del Sur in the nation's overall disaster risk reduction program.

Very truly yours,
BY THE AUTHORITY OF THE OIC, MMD:

I

hxQ.l'
ROMEO 4.oALODADO
Chief, Gedsciences Division
Officer, In-Charge
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Cc:

GSD-13-10-Ghz-S1

Hon. Director, DENR, MGB
Hon. Gov., ADS
Honorable Representative, 2no District, ADS
OCD-RDRRMC Caraga

RED, DENR,R-XIII
PENRO, ADS
CENRO, Loreto, ADS
DILG. R-XIII

"MINING SHALL BE PRO.PEOPLE AND PRO.ENVIRONMENT
lN SUSTAINING WEALTH CREATION AND IMPROVED QUALITY OF LIFE."
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RESULTS OF THE MGB LANDSLIDE AND FLOOD ASSESSMENT AND
MAPP|NG (1:10,000 SCALE) OF THE MUNICIPALITY OF LAPAZ, PROVINCE OF

AGUSAN DEL SUR

The Mines and Geosciences Bureau-Department of Environment and Natural
Resources (MGB-DENR) conducted landslide and flood assessment and mapping
(1:10,000 scale) of areas within the municipality of La Paz on September 6-17 , 2013.
The assessment is in line with the government's efforts aimed at reducing, if not,
totally mitigating the destructive effects and impacts of natural hazards on the
populace. Comprising the geohazard assessment team are Joel A. Calugcugan,
Melvin A. Mantilla, Elaine L. Galido, geologists from MGB - Caraga Region Xlll with
the assistance of GSD personnel Mr. Evangelino M. Morales, Jr. ,Dionesio A.
Surigao, Julius A. Sulapas and Samuel A. Jardenil.

The MGB-DENR particularly covered the following areas:

. Puroks 1 to 3 in Barangay Angeles

. Puroks 1 to 6 in Barangay Bataan

. Puroks 1to7 in Barangay Comota
o Puroks 1 to 4 in Barangay Halapitan
. Puroks 1 to 3 in Barangay Kasapa ll
. Puroks 1 to 5 in Barangay Langasian
o Puroks 1 to 3 in Barangay Lydia
. Puroks 1 to 9 in Barangay Osmefra, Sr.
o Puroks 1 to 8 in Barangay Panagangan
o Puroks 1 to 16 in Barangay Poblacion
. Puroks 1 to 5 in Barangay Sabang Adgawan
. Puroks 1to7 in Barangay Sagunto
o Puroks 1 to 5 in Barangay San Patricio
. Puroks 1 to 4 in Barangay Valentina
o Puroks 1 to 10 in BarangayVilla Paz

The assessed areas were rated as having low, moderate, high or very high
(critical) susceptibility to landslide. The landslide susceptibility rating parameters are
as follows:

Very High

High

Moderate

Low

Areas usually with steep to very steep slopes and underlain by weak
materials. Recent landslides, escarpments and tension cracks are
present. Human initiated effects could be an aggravating factor.

Areas usually with steep to very steep slopes and underlain by weak
materials. Areas with numerous old/inactive landslides.

Areas with moderately steep slopes. Soil creep and other indications for
possible landslide occurrence are present.

Gently sloping areas with no identified landslides.
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Likewise, the assessed areas were also rated as having low, moderate or high
susceptibility to flooding. The flood susceptibility parameters are as follows:

High : Areas likely to experience flood heights of greater than 1.0 meter
and.or flood duration of more than 3 days. These areas are immediately

flooded during heavy rains of several hours; include landforms of
topographic lows such as active river channels, abandoned river

channels and areas along river banks; also areas prone to flashfloods

Moderate : Areas likely to experience flood heights of 0.5 to 1.0 meter and flood
duration of 1 to 3 days. These areas are subject to widespread

inundation during periods of prolonged and extensive heavy rainfall or
extreme weather condition. Fluvial terraces, alluvial fans, and infilled
valleys are areas subjected to moderate flooding

Low : Areas likely to experience flood heights of less than 0.5 meter and/or
flood duration of less than one day. These areas include low hills and

gentle slopes. They also have sparse to moderate drainage densi$

The barangay officials were presented with a Landslide and Flood Threat
Advisory when appropriate. This advisory informs them of their area's susceptibility
to landslides and floods and contains the corresponding recommendations.

Summarized below are the results of the assessment of the covered areas:

Table 1. Results of Landslide and Flood Assessment at Barangay Angeles

Purok Landslide
Susceptibility

Ratino

Flood
Susceptibility

Ratino

Recommendations

Low to Moderate High Observe for presence of mass
movement (e.9., landslides, tension
cracks). Observe for saturated
ground or seeps and sunken or
displaced road surfaces. Report
situation to the concerned municipal
authorities or to the MGB. Observe
for rapid increase/decrease in
Tagacupan Creek water levels,
possibly accompanied by increased
turbidity (soil content). Prohibit future
settlement along creek
embankments. Provide an
evacuation site which is safe from
landslide and flooding. Pre-emptive
evacuation is recommended when
rapid increase/decrease in creek's
water level is observed especially
during extreme weather events. For
immediate relocation of houses
directlv located at creek
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embankments, especially those
affected by scouring; for long term
solutions, relocating the entire
Barangay Angeles is recommended.
Provide a pilot road connecting
Barangay Angeles to Barangay
Langasian for an easy and safe
access towards the barangay.
Acquiring rubber boats is
recommended for rescue operation
ourDoses.

Low to Moderate High Observe for presence of mass
movement (e.9., landslides, tension
cracks). Observe for saturated
ground or seeps and sunken or
displaced road surfaces. Report
situation to the concerned municipal
authorities or to the MGB. Observe
for rapid increase/decrease in
Tagacupan Creek water levels,
possibly accompanied by increased
turbidity (soil content). Prohibit future
settlement along creek
embankments. Provide an
evacuation site which is safe from
landslide and flooding. Pre-emptive
evacuation is recommended when
rapid increase/decrease in creek's
water level is observed especially
during extreme weather events. For
immediate relocation of houses
directly located at creek
embankments, especially those
affected by scouring; for long term
solutions, relocating the entire
Barangay Angeles is recommended.
Provide a pilot road connecting
Barangay Angeles to Barangay
Langasian for an easy and safe
access towards the barangay.
Acquiring rubber boats is
recommended for rescue operation
DUTDOSeS.

Low to Moderate High Observe for presence of mass
movement (e.9., landslides, tension
cracks). Observe for saturated
ground or seeps and sunken or
displaced road surfaces. Report
situation to the concerned municipal
authorities or to the MGB. Observe
for rapid increase/decrease in
Tagacupan Creek water levels,
possibly accompanied by increased
turbidity (soil content). Prohibit future
settlement along creek
embankments. Provide an
evacuation site which is safe from
landslide and flooding. Pre-emptive
evacuation is recommended when
raoid increase/decrease in creek's
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water level is observed especially
during extreme weather events. For
immediate relocation of houses
directly located at creek
embankments, especially those
affected by scouring; for long term
solutions, relocating the entire
Barangay Angeles is recommended.
Provide a pilot road connecting
Barangay Angeles to Barangay
Langasian for an easy and safe
access towards the barangay.
Acquiring rubber boats is
recommended for rescue operation
purposes.

Table 2. Results of Landslide and Flood Assessment at Barangay Bataan

Purok Landslide
Susceptibility

Ratino

Flood
Susceptibility

Ratino

Recommendations

None Moderate Observe for rapid increase/decrease
of water levels at Bataan Creek.
possibly accompanied by increased
turbidity (soil content). Prohibit future
settlement along river embankments.
Provide an evacuation which is safe
from landslide and flooding. Pre-
emptive evacuation is recommended
when rapid increase/decrease of
water level in Bataan Creek is
observed especially during inclement
weather conditions. The barangay
should acquire rubber boats for
rescue operation purposes. Define
and conduct regular maintenance on
existinq drainaqe canals.

Low Portion Low;
Portion Moderate
near lsot Creek

Observe for rapid increase/decrease
of water levels at Bataan Creek and
lsot creek, possibly accompanied by
increased turbidity (soil content).
Prohibit future settlement along river
embankments. Provide an
evacuation which is safe from
landslide and flooding. Pre-emptive
evacuation is recommended when
rapid increase/decrease of water
level in Bataan Creek and lsot Creek
is observed especially during
inclement weather conditions. The
barangay should acquire rubber
boats for rescue operation purposes.
Define and conduct regular
maintenance on existing drainage
canals.

3 None Moderate Observe for rapid increase/decrease
of water levels at Bataan Creek,
oossiblv accomoanied bv increased
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turbidity (soil content). Prohibit future
settlement along river embankments.
Provide an evacuation which is safe
from landslide and flooding. Pre-
emptive evacuation is recommended
when rapid increase/decrease of
water level in Bataan Creek is
observed especially during inclement
weather conditions. The barangay
should acquire rubber boats for
rescue operation purposes. Define
and conduct regular maintenance on
existinq drainaqe canals.

Sitio lpil None High Observe for rapid increase/decrease
of water level at creeks possibly
accompanied with increased turbidity
(soil content). Prohibit future
settlement along river/creek
embankments. Provide an
evacuation site which is safe from
landslide and flooding. Pre-emptive
evacuation is advised when rapid
increase/decrease of water level in
the creek is observed especially
during inclement weather conditions.
The barangay should acquire rubber
boats for rescue operation purposes.
For long term solution, relocating
Sitio loilis an ootion.

Sitio
Pinamuyanan

Low Moderate to High Observe for rapid increase/decrease
of water levels at Pinamuyanan
creek traversing the sitio possibly
accompanied by increased turbidity
(soil content). For relocation of
houses directly located at
Pinamuyanan Creek embankments
and prohibit future settlement along
river/creek embankments. Provide an
evacuation which is safe from
landslide and flooding. Pre-emptive
evacuation is recommended when
rapid increase/decrease of water
level in the creek is observed
especially during inclement weather
conditions. The barangay should
acquire rubber boats for rescue
ooeration ourDoses.

Sitio
Kamamunan

None High Observe for rapid increase/decrease
of water level at creeks possibly
accompanied with increased turbidity
(soil content). Prohibit future
settlement along river/creek
embankments. Provide an
evacuation site which is safe from
landslide and flooding. Pre-emptive
evacuation is advised when rapid
increase/decrease of water level in
the creek is observed especially
during inclement weather conditions.
The baranoav should acouire rubber
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boats for rescue operation purposes.
For long term solution, relocating
Sitio Kamamaunan is an ootion.

Table 3. Results of Landslide and Flood Assessment at Barangay Gomota
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Purok Landslide
Susceptibility

Ratino

Flood
Susceptibility

Ratino

Recommendations

1A None High The area is prone to flooding;
Construct proper drainage canals on
this area to facilitate surface run-off:
ldentify and construct permanent
evacuation site which is safe from
flooding and landslide; Prohibit
settlement along
intermittenUperennial creeks/rivers
should be implemented which is
prone to flooding; Observed for
sunken or displaced road surfaces;
Develop an early warning (e.g.,
signages) at (for critical areas only)
on steep-slopes where houses
situated foot-slopes; Prohibit
settlement directly located on foot-
slopes; Develop an early warning
device/system; Activate BDCC all the
time for quick response during
emergency; Acquiring at-least two
(2) mobile dump-trucks and two (2)
rubber boats are badly needed for
rescue operation and mobilization.

Proper concrete drainage canals and
concrete road should be constructed
along barangay road with GPS
reading 8' 1 7'57.6'-N I 125" 43' 34.9" -E.

Total relocation of the entire
barangay is highly recommended for
long-term and absolute solution due
to the geographic location of the area
situated within the meandering river
channel which is prone to flooding
and flash-flood.

1B None High The area is prone to flooding;
Construct proper drainage canals on
this area to facilitate surface run-off:
ldentify and construct permanent
evacuation site which is safe from
flooding and landslide; Prohibit
settlement along
intermittenUperennial creeks/rivers
should be implemented which is
prone to flooding; Observed for
sunken or displaced road surfaces;
Develop an early warning (e.g.,
sisnaqes) at (for critical areas only)
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on steep-slopes where houses
situated foot-slopes; Prohibit
settlement directly located on foot-
slopes; Develop an early warning
device/system; Activate BDCC all the
time for quick response during
emergency; Acquiring at-least two
(2) mobile dump-trucks and two (2)
rubber boats are badly needed for
rescue operation and mobilization.

Proper concrete drainage canals and
concrete road should be constructed
along barangay road with GPS
reading 8" 1 7'53.5"-N | 125" 43' 55.4" -E.

Total relocation of the entire
barangay is highly recommended for
long-term and absolute solution due
to the geographic location of the area
situated within the meandering river
channel which is prone to flooding
and flash-flood.

None Low to Moderate The area is prone to flooding and
flash-flood; Construct proper
drainage canals on this area to
facilitate surface run-off; ldentiff and
construct permanent evacuation site
which is safe from flooding and
landslide; Prohibit settlement along
intermittenVperennial creeks/rivers
should be implemented which is
prone to flooding; Observed for
sunken or displaced road surfaces;
Develop an early warning (e.g.,
signages) at (for critical areas only)
on steep-slopes where houses
situated foot-slopes; Prohibit
settlement directly located on foot-
slopes; Develop an early warning
device/system; Activate BDCC all the
time for quick response during
emergency; Acquiring at-least two
(2) mobile dump-trucks and two (2)
rubber boats are badly needed for
rescue operation and mobilization.

Proper concrete drainage canals and
concrete road should be constructed
along barangay road/within Comota
Elementary School campus with
GPS reading 8"17'57.6"-
N/125"43',31.8'LE.

Total relocation of the entire
barangay is highly recommended for
long-term and absolute solution due
to the geographic location of the area
situated within the meandering river
channel which is Drone to flooding
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and flash-flood.
None Moderate to High The area is prone to flooding and

flash-flood; Construct proper
drainage canals on this area to
facilitate surface run-off; ldentiff and
construct permanent evacuation site
which is safe from flooding and
landslide; Prohibit settlement along
intermittenVperennial creeks/rivers
should be implemented which is
prone to flooding; Observed for
sunken or displaced road surfaces;
Develop an early warning (e.g.,
signages) at (for critical areas only)
on steep-slopes where houses
situated foot-slopes; Prohibit
settlement directly located on foot-
slopes; Develop an early warning
device/system; Activate BDCC all the
time for quick response during
emergency; Acquiring at-least two
(2) mobile dump-trucks and two (2)
rubber boats are badly needed for
rescue operation and mobilization.

Proper concrete drainage canals and
concrete road should be constructed
along barangay road with GPS
reading 8' 1 8'00.3'-N I 125" 43' 30.7" -E.

Total relocation of the entire
barangay is highly recommended for
long-term and absolute solution due
to the geographic location of the area
situated within the meandering river
channel which is prone to flooding
and flash-flood.

None High The area is prone to flooding and
flash-flood; Construct proper
drainage canals on this area to
facilitate surface run-off; ldentify and
construct permanent evacuation site
which is safe from flooding and
landslide; Prohibit seftlement along
intermittenUperennial creeks/rivers
should be implemented which is
prone to flooding; Observed for
sunken or displaced road surfaces;
Develop an early warning (e.9.,
signages) at (for critical areas only)
on steep-slopes where houses
situated foot-slopes; Prohibit
settlement directly located on foot-
slopes; Develop an early warning
device/system; Activate BDCC all the
time for quick response during
emergency; Acquiring at-least two
(2) mobile dump-trucks and two (2)
rubber boats are badly needed for
rescue operation and mobilization.
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Proper concrete drainage canals and
concrete road should be constructed
along barangay road with GPS
reading 8' 1 8'08.5'-N | 125" 43'35.4" -E.

Total relocation of the entire
barangay is highly recommended for
long-term and absolute solution due
to the geographic location of the area
situated within the meandering river
channel which is prone to flooding
and flash-flood.

None High The area is prone to flooding, flash-
flood and river-scouring; Construct
proper drainage canals on this area
to facilitate surface run-off; ldenti&
and construct permanent evacuation
site which is safe from flooding and
landslide; Prohibit settlement along
intermittenUperennial creeks/rivers
should be implemented which is
prone to flooding; Observed for
sunken or displaced road surfaces;
Develop an early warning (e.9.,
signages) at (for critical areas only)
on steep-slopes where houses
situated foot-slopes; Prohibit
settlement directly located on foot-
slopes; Develop an early warning
device/system; Activate BDCC all the
time for quick response during
emergency; Acquiring at-least two
(2) mobile dump-trucks and two (2)
rubber boats are badly needed for
rescue operation and mobilization.

Proper concrete drainage canals and
concrete road should be constructed
along barangay road with GPS
reading 8' 1 8'00"-N/1 25" 43' 24.8" -E.

Total relocation of the entire
barangay is highly recommended for
long-term and absolute solution due
to the geographic location of the area
situated within the meandering river
channel which is prone to flooding
and flash-flood.

6 "Asuncion" None Moderate to High No proper access road toward the
sitio proper. The area is prone to
flooding, flash-flood and river-
scouring; Construct proper drainage
canals on this area to facilitate
surface run-off; ldentify and construct
permanent evacuation site which is
safe from flooding and landslide;
Prohibit settlement along
intermittenVperennial creeks/rivers
should be imolemented which is
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prone to flooding; Observed for
sunken or displaced road surfaces;
Develop an early warning (e.9.,
signages) at (for critical areas only)
on steep-slopes where houses
situated foot-slopes; Prohibit
settlement directly located on foot-
slopes; Develop an early warning
device/system; Activate BDCC all the
time for quick response during
emergency; Acquiring at-least two
(2) mobile dump-trucks and two (2)
rubber boats are badly needed for
rescue operation and mobilization.

Proper concrete drainage canals and
concrete road should be constructed
from barangay proper toward sitio
proper with GPS reading 8"18'36.9"-
Nt125"42'38.7"-E.

Total relocation of the entire
barangay is highly recommended for
long-term and absolute solution due
to the geographic location of the area
situated within the meandering river
channel which is prone to flooding
and flash-flood.

Sitio Magboya Low High Observe for rapid increase/decrease
in water level at Adgawan River,
possibly accompanied with increased
turbidity (soil content). Provide an
evacuation site which is safe from
landslide and flooding. Pre-emptive
evacuation is recommended when
sudden increase/decrease in water
level along Adgawan River is
observed especially during extreme
weather conditions. Prohibit future
settlement directly along Adgawan
River embankments. For immediate
relocation of the residents located at
Adgawan River embankments; also
for long term solution, relocating the
entire sitio is recommended. The
barangay is recommended to acquire
rubber boats for rescue operation
DUTDOSeS.

Table 4. Results of Landslide and Flood Assessment at Barangay Halapitan

Purok Landslide
Susceptibility

Ratino

Flood
Susceptibility

Ratino

Recommendations

1 None Low to Moderate
(due to ponding

of water and
Adqawan River

Develop an early warning system
and flood preparedness plan thru
periodic conduct of evacuation drills.
Monitor Adoawan Rive/s water level
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oveflow) and flow during extreme rainfall
events and initiate readiness and if
necessary, pre-emptive evacuation.
ldentify evacuation site that is safe
from landslide and flooding. Acquire
rescue boat (e.9. speed boat, pump
boat or out board) for immediate
response. Prohibit future settlement
and construction of new structures
near the banks of river. lmprove
baranqav access road.

None Low to Moderate
(due to ponding

of water and
Adgawan River

overflow)

Develop an early warning system
and flood preparedness plan thru
periodic conduct of evacuation drills.
Monitor Adgawan River's water level
and flow during extreme rainfall
events and initiate readiness and if
necessary, pre-emptive evacuation.
ldentify evacuation site that is safe
from landslide and flooding. Acquire
rescue boat (e.9. speed boat, pump
boat or out board). Prohibit future
settlement and construction of new
structures near the banks of river.
Provide concrete line canal along the
sides of the baranqav access road.

None Low to Moderate
(due to ponding

of water and
Adgawan River

overflow)

Develop an early warning system
and flood preparedness plan thru
periodic conduct of evacuation drills.
Monitor Adgawan Riveds water level
and flow during extreme rainfall
events and initiate readiness and if
necessary, pre-emptive evacuation.
ldentify evacuation site that is safe
from landslide and flooding. Acquire
rescue boat (e.9. speed boat, pump
boat or out board). Prohibit future
settlement and construction of new
structures near the banks of river.
Provide concrete line canalalong the
sides of the baranqay access road.

4 None High
(due to ponding

of water and
Adgawan River

overflow)

Develop an early warning system
and flood preparedness plan thru
periodic conduct of evacuation drills.
Monitor Adgawan Rive/s water level
and flow during extreme rainfall
events and initiate readiness and if
necessary, pre-emptive evacuation. .

Acquire rescue boat (e.g. speed
boat, pump boat or out board).
Provide sufficient culvert on
barangay road. For long term
solution, relocate houses that are
qreatlv affected with floodinq.
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Table 5. Results of Landslide and Flood Assessment at Barangay Kasapa ll

Purok Landslide
Susceptibility

Ratino

Flood
Susceptibility

Ratino

Recommendations

Low; Partly None None; Partly High The area is generally prone to
landslide, flash-flood and flooding;
Construct proper drainage canals on
this area to facilitate surface run-off;
ldentify and construct permanent
evacuation site which is safe from
flooding and landslide; Prohibit
settlement along
intermittenUperennial creeks/rivers
should be implemented which is
prone to flooding; Observed for
sunken or displaced road surfaces;
Develop an early warning (e.9.,
signages) at (for critical areas only)
on steep-slopes where houses
situated foot-slopes; Prohibit
settlement directly located on foot-
slopes; Develop an early warning
device/system; Activate BDCC all the
time for quick response during
emergency; Acquiring at-least two
(2) mobile dump-trucks are badly
needed for rescue operation and
mobilization.

Proper concrete drainage canals and
concrete road should be constructed
along barangay road with GPS
reading 8" 1 0'54. 1'-N I 125" 36' 44.9" -E.

Existing old metal bridge must be
replaced by concrete bridge type with
GPS reading 8'10'55.1'-
N/125'36'45.4"-E. This old bridge is
prone to collapse.

Proper drainage canals should be
constructed along access road going
to Kasapa ll proper from National
Hiohwav.

Low; Partly None None; Partly High The area is prone to flooding;
Construct proper drainage canals on
this area to facilitate surface run-off:
ldentify and construct permanent
evacuation site which is safe from
flooding and landslide; Prohibit
settlement along
intermittenUperennial creeks/rivers
should be implemented which is
prone to flooding; Observed for
sunken or displaced road surf;aces;
Develop an early warning (e.9.,
signages) at (for critical areas only)
on steep-slopes where houses
situated foot-slopes: Prohibit
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settlement directly located on foot-
slopes; Develop an early warning
device/system; Activate BDCC all the
time for quick response during
emergency; Acquiring at-least two
(2) mobile dump-trucks are badly
needed for rescue operation and
mobilization.

Proper concrete drainage canals and
concrete roads should be
constructed along barangay road
with GPS reading 8'10'55.4'-
N/125'36',43.9"-E.

None; Partly Low
to Moderate

Low to None;
Partly High

The area is prone to flooding, flash-
flood and landslide; Construct proper
drainage canals on this area to
facilitate surface run-off; ldentiff and
construct permanent evacuation site
which is safe from flooding and
landslide; Prohibit settlement along
intermittenUperennial creeks/rivers
should be implemented which is
prone to flooding; Observed for
sunken or displaced road surfaces;
Develop an early warning (e.g.,
signages) at (for critical areas only)
on steep-slopes where houses
situated foot-slopes; Prohibit
settlement directly located on foot-
slopes; Develop an early warning
device/system; Activate BDCC all the
time for quick response during
emergency; Acquiring at-least two
(2) mobile dump-trucks are badly
needed for rescue operation and
mobilization.

Proper concrete drainage canals and
concrete roads should be
constructed along barangay road
with GPS reading 8"'10'57.4"-
N/125'36',43.1',-E.

No proper barangay hall was noted
on the area. Proper barangay hall
must be constructed.

Barangay Daycare Center should be
repaired. This building was damaged
by typhoon "Pablo" last December
2012.

Flood control should be constructed
at the Kasapa ll Elementary School
along Talacogon River flowing
N45"E. This school situated along
Talacogon River embankment and
recent river-scouring was noted on
this section. Proper concrete
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drainage canals should be
constructed within the school
campus. GPS reading is 8''10'57"-
N/125"36'40.1'-E.

Table 6. Results of Landslide and Flood Assessment at Barangay Langasian

Purok Landslide
Susceptibility

Ratino

Flood
Susceptibility

Ratino

Recommendations

None Low; Partly High The area is prone to flooding, river-
scouring and flash-flood; Construct
proper drainage canals on this area
to facilitate surface run-off; ldentify
and construct permanent evacuation
site which is safe from flooding and
landslide; Prohibit settlement along
intermittenUperennial creeks/rivers
should be implemented which is
prone to flooding; Observed for
sunken or displaced road surfaces;
Develop an early warning (e.g.,
signages) at (for critical areas only)
on steep-slopes where houses
situated foot-slopes; Prohibit
settlement directly located on foot-
slopes; Develop an early warning
device/system; Activate BDCC all the
time for quick response during
emergency; Acquiring at-least two
(2) mobile dump-trucks and two (2)
rubber boats are badly needed for
rescue operation and mobilization.

Road piloting must be established
from Purok 1, Brgy. Langasian to
Brgy. Angeles proper.

Proper concrete drainage canals and
concrete road should be constructed
along barangay road with GPS
reading 8" 1 4'51 .9"-N I 125' 42' 54.9' -E.

Flood control structure must be
constructed near the Langasian
Elementary School. The said school
situated beside the perennial river
and recent river-scouring were
observed. Concrete pathway should
be constructed from the barangay
proper toward the school campus.
GPS reading is 8"14'55.6'-
N|125'42'57',-E.

Total relocation of the entire
barangay is highly recommended for
long-term and absolute solution due
to the geographic location of the area
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situated within the meandering river
channel which is prone to flooding
and flash-flood.

None Low; Partly High The area is prone to flooding, river-
scouring and flash-flood; Construct
proper drainage canals on this area
to facilitate surface run-off; ldentify
and construct permanent evacuation
site which is safe from flooding and
landslide; Prohibit settlement along
intermittenUperennial creeks/rivers
should be implemented which is
prone to flooding; Observed for
sunken or displaced road surfaces;
Develop an early warning (e.9.,
signages) at (for critical areas only)
on steep-slopes where houses
situated foot-slopes; Prohibit
seftlement directly located on foot-
slopes; Develop an early warning
device/system; Activate BDCC all the
time for quick response during
emergency; Acquiring at-least two
(2) mobile dump-trucks and two (2)
rubber boats are badly needed for
rescue operation and mobilization.

No waiting shed on this purok.
Proper concrete drainage canals and
concrete road should be constructed
along barangay road with GPS
reading 8' 1 4'52.6"-N | 125" 42' 52.2' -E.

Total relocation of the entire
barangay is highly recommended for
long-term and absolute solution due
to the geographic location of the area
situated within the meandering river
channel which is prone to flooding
and flash-flood.

Low to Moderate;
Partly None

Low to Moderate The area is prone to flooding, river-
scouring and flash-flood; Construct
proper drainage canals on this area
to facilitate surface run-off; ldentify
and construct permanent evacuation
site which is safe ftom flooding and
landslide; Prohibit settlement along
intermittenUperennial creeks/rivers
should be implemented which is
prone to flooding; Observed for
sunken or displaced road surfaces;
Develop an early warning (e.g.,
signages) at (for critical areas only)
on steep-slopes where houses
situated foot-slopes; Prohibit
settlement directly located on foot-
slopes; Develop an early warning
device/system; Activate BDCC all the
time for quick response during
emeroencv: Acouirino at-least two
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(2) mobile dump-trucks and two (2)
rubber boats are badly needed for
rescue operation and mobilization.

No waiting shed on this purok.
Proper concrete drainage canals and
concrete road should be constructed
along barangay road with GPS
reading 8' 1 4' 52.2" -Nl 125" 42' 50" -E.

Total relocation of the entire
barangay is highly recommended for
long-term and absolute solution due
to the geographic location of the area
situated within the meandering river
channel which is prone to flooding
and flash-flood.

None Low to Moderate;
Partly High

The area is prone to flooding, river-
scouring and flash-flood; Construct
proper drainage canals on this area
to facilitate surface run-off; ldentify
and construct permanent evacuation
site which is safe from flooding and
landslide; Prohibit settlement along
intermittenVperennial creeks/rivers
should be implemented which is
prone to flooding; Observed for
sunken or displaced road surfaces;
Develop an early warning (e.9.,
signages) at (for critical areas only)
on steep-slopes where houses
situated foot-slopes; Prohibit
seftlement directly located on foot-
slopes; Develop an early warning
device/system; Activate BDCC all the
time for quick response during
emergency; Acquiring at-least two
(2) mobile dump-trucks and two (2)
rubber boats are badly needed for
rescue operation and mobilization.

No waiting shed on this purok.
Proper concrete drainage canals and
concrete road should be constructed
along barangay road with GPS
reading 8" 1 4'5 1 .1" -Nl 125" 42' 46.7" -E.

Intense river-scouring was noted on
this section. Some local residents are
very close to the river embankments.
GPS reading is 8"14'48"-
N|125"42',44"-E.

Concrete bridge type should be
constructed on this section. Cunent
cable bridge type was observed
which can facilitate single motorcycle
only. GPS reading is 8"14'48.2'-
N|125"42'49.3"-E.
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Total relocation of the entire
barangay is highly recommended for
long-term and absolute solution due
to the geographic location of the area
situated within the meandering river
channel which is prone to flooding
and flash-flood.

Low to None;
Partly Moderate

None; Partly High The area is prone to flooding, river-
scouring and flash-flood; Construct
proper drainage canals on this area
to facilitate surface run-off; ldentify
and construct permanent evacuation
site which is safe from flooding and
landslide; Prohibit settlement along
intermittenUperennial creeks/rivers
should be implemented which is
prone to flooding; Observed for
sunken or displaced road surfaces;
Develop an early warning (e.9.,
signages) at (for critical areas only)
on steep-slopes where houses
situated foot-slopes; Prohibit
settlement directly located on foot-
slopes; Develop an early warning
device/system; Activate BDCC all the
time for quick response during
emergency; Acquiring at-least two
(2) mobile dump-trucks and two (2)
rubber boats are badly needed for
rescue operation and mobilization.

Proper concrete drainage canals and
concrete road should be constructed
along barangay road with GPS
reading 8' 1 4'50.4'-N I 125" 43' 03.8" -E.

Proper box-culvert should be
constructed on this section along
barangay road with GPS reading
8" 1 4'46. 1',-N | 1 25" 42' 52.8" -E.

Table 7. Results of Landslide and Flood Assessment at Barangay Lydia

Purok Landslide
Susceptibility

Ratino

Flood
Susceptibility

Ratino

Recommendations

Purok Lydia
Proper

Low Moderate to High Observe for rapid increase/decrease
in Adgawan River water levels,
possibly accompanied by increased
turbidity (soil content). Prohibit future
seftlement along river embankments.
Provide an evacuation which is safe
from landslide and flooding. Pre-
emptive evacuation is recommended
when rapid increase/decrease of
water level in Adgawan River is
observed especially during inclement
weather conditions. Recommend to
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install flood protective structure
(gabion) along Adgawan River where
river overflows generally starts and
@uses flooding in the purok.
Provision of drainage canals is also
recommended.

Sitio Balitos Low Moderate to High Observe for rapid increase/decrease
in Adgawan River water levels,
possibly accompanied by increased
turbidity (soil content). Prohibit future
settlement along river embankments.
Provide an evacuation which is safe
from landslide and flooding. Pre-
emptive evacuation is recommended
when rapid increase/decrease of
water level in Adgawan River is
observed especially during inclement
weather conditions. Recommend to
define waterway along
Minambungaw Creek and conduct
regular maintenance to provide
smooth flow of water. Also provision
of culverts is recommended.

Sitio Durian Low Low to Moderate Observe for rapid increase/decrease
in Adgawan River water levels,
possibly accompanied by increased
turbidity (soil content). Prohibit future
settlement along river embankments.
Provide an evacuation which is safe
from landslide and flooding. Pre-
emptive evacuation is recommended
when rapid increase/decrease of
water level in Adgawan River is
observed especially during inclement
weather conditions.

Table 8. Results of Landslide and Flood Assessment at Barangay Osmeia, Sr.

Purok Landslide
Susceptibility

Ratino

Flood
Susceptibility

Ratino

Recommendations

None Moderate Develop an early warning system
and flood preparedness plan thru
periodic conduct of evacuation drills.
Monitor Suba River's water level and
flow during extreme rainfall events
and initiate readiness and if
necessary, pre-emptive evacuation.
ldentify evacuation site that is safe
from landslide and flooding. Acquire
mobile truck and rescue boat (e.9.
speed boat, pump boat or out board)
for immediate response. Prohibit
future settlement and construction of
new structures near the banks of
river. Rechannel Suba River.

2 None Moderate Develop an early warning system
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and flood preparedness Plan thru
periodic conduct of evacuation drills.
Monitor Suba River's water level and
flow during extreme rainfall events
and initiate readiness and if
necessary, pre-emptive evacuation.
ldentify evacuation site that is safe
from landslide and flooding. . Acquire
mobile truck and rescue boat (e.9.

speed boat, PumP boat or out board)
Prohibit future settlement and
construction of new structures near
the banks of river. Rechannel Suba
River.

None Gen. Low with
High portion near

Suba River

Develop an earlY warning system
and flood preparedness Plan thru
periodic conduct of evacuation drills.
Monitor Suba River's water level and
flow during extreme rainfall events
and initiate readiness and if
necessary, pre-emptive evacuation.
ldentify evacuation site that is safe
from landslide and flooding. . Acquire
rescue boat (e.9. sPeed boat, PumP
boat or out board). Prohibit future
settlement and construction of new
structures near the banks of river.

Provide concrete line canal along the
barangay road at the back of
Barangay Hall. Rechannel Suba
River.

None Moderate Develop an earlY warning system
and flood preparedness Plan thru
periodic conduct of evacuation drills.
Monitor Suba River's water level and
flow during extreme rainfall events
and initiate readiness and if
necessary, pre-emptive evacuation.
ldentify evacuation site that is safe
from landslide and flooding. Acquire
mobile truck and rescue boat (e.9.

speed boat, PumP boat or out board).
Prohibit future seftlement and

construction of new structures near
the banks of river. Provide concrete
line canal.

5 (Durian) None Low to Moderate
(due to Suba

River overflow
and ponding of

water near
ricefield area)

Develop an earlY warning system
and flood preParedness Plan thru
periodic conduct of evacuation drills.
Monitor Suba River's water level and
flow during extreme rainfall events
and initiate readiness and if
necessary, pre-emptive evacuation.
ldentify evacuation site that is safe
from landslide and flooding' Acquire
mobile truck and rescue boat (e.9.

speed boat, PumP boat or out board).
Prohibit future settlement and
construction of new structures near
the banks of river.
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Develop an earlY warning system

and flood PreParedness Plan thru
periodic conduct of evacuation drills'

Monitor Suba River's water level and

flow during extreme rainfall events

and initiate readiness and if

necessary, pre-emptive evacuation'
ldentify evacuation site that is safe

from landslide and flooding. . Acquire

mobile truck and rescue boat (e.g'

speed boat, PumP boat or out board)'

Prohibit future settlement and

construction of new structures near

the banks of river. lmProve NIA

culvert on the barqlgeylgg$

High
(due to Suba

River overflow
and ponding of

water near
ricefield area)

6 (BinitaYan)

OOserve for Presence of mass

movement (e.g., landslides, tension
cracks). RePort situation to the

concerned municipal authorities; for

vigilance of residents in areas

located near the foot of slope during

inclement weather condition. Prohibit

future settlement and construction of
new structures on areas at the cliff,

slope and aUnear the foot slope' For

relocation of 6 houses that are near

Moderate to High7 (Tagyago)

Recommendations

Mt be suGble as relocation site for

the houses near the cliff but it is still

subject for further detailed geohazard

identification survey'

Purok 7
(Tagyago)

(GPS reading: N

80 19',24.7"1E
1260 45',57.7"1

Table 9. Results of Landslide and Flood Assessment at Barangay Panagangan
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Recommendations

The area ls ilone to flooding, river-

scouring and flash-flood; Construct
proper drainage canals on this area

io iacilitate surface run-off; ldentify

and construct permanent evacuation
site which is safe from flooding and

landslide: Prohibit seftlement along
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should be implemented which is
prone to flooding; Observed for
sunken or displaced road surfaces;
Develop an early warning (e.g.,
signages) at (for critical areas only)
on steep-slopes where houses
situated foot-slopes; Prohibit
seftlement directly located on foot-
slopes; Develop an early warning
device/system; Activate BDCC all the
time for quick response during
emergency; Acquiring at-least two
(2) mobile dump-trucks and two (2)
rubber boats are badly needed for
rescue operation and mobilization.

Proper concrete drainage canals and
concrete road should be constructed
along barangay road with GPS
reading 8' 1 4'27.6'-N | 125' 46' 48.5" -E.

Total relocation of the entire purok is
highly recommended for long-term
and absolute solution due to the
geographic location of the area
situated within the meandering river
channel which is prone to flooding
and flash-flood.

None High The area is prone to flooding, river-
scouring and flash-flood; Construct
proper drainage canals on this area
to facilitate surface run-off; ldentify
and construct permanent evacuation
site which is safe from flooding and
landslide; Prohibit settlement along
intermittenUperennial creeks/rivers
should be implemented which is
prone to flooding; Observed for
sunken or displaced road surfaces;
Develop an early warning (e.g.,

signages) at (for critical areas only)
on steep-slopes where houses
situated foot-slopes; Prohibit
settlement directly located on foot-
slopes; DeveloP an earlY warning
device/system; Activate BDCC all the
time for quick response during
emergency; Acquiring at-least two
(2) mobile dumP-trucks and two (2)

rubber boats are badlY needed for
rescue operation and mobilization.

Proper concrete drainage canals and
concrete road should be constructed
along barangay road with GPS
reading 8" 1 4'27.8'-N I 125' 46' 52.4"'E'

Total relocation of the entire purok is

highly recommended for long-term
and absolute solution due to the
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geographic location of the area
situated within the meandering river
channel which is prone to flooding
and flash-flood.

None High The area is prone to flooding, river-
scouring and flash-flood; Construct
proper drainage canals on this area
to facilitate surface run-off; ldentify
and construct permanent evacuation
site which is safe from flooding and
landslide; Prohibit settlement along
intermittenUperennial creeks/rivers
should be implemented which is
prone to flooding; Observed for
sunken or displaced road surfaces;
Develop an early warning (e.9.,
signages) at (for critical areas only)
on steep-slopes where houses
situated foot-slopes; Prohibit
settlement directly located on foot-
slopes; Develop an early warning
device/system; Activate BDCC all the
time for quick response during
emergency; Acquiring at-least two
(2) mobile dump-trucks and two (2)
rubber boats are badly needed for
rescue operation and mobilization.

Proper concrete drainage canals and
concrete road should be constructed
along barangay road with GPS
reading 8" 1 4'26.5"-N I 125" 46' 41 .4' -E.

Recommended concrete bridge
should be constructed on this section
with GPS reading is 8'14'27.4"-
N/125'46',45.s',LE.

lmmediate relocation of all resident
residents along Adgawan River
embankment. lntense river-scouring
was noted.

Retaining wall should be constructed
at the back of the Panagangan
National High Schoolto minimize soil
slumping and river-scouring. GPS
reading is 8" I 4'24.4"-N/1 25'46'38.3'L
E.

Total relocation of the entire purok is
highly recommended for long-term
and absolute solution due to the
geographic location of the area
situated within the meandering river
channel which is Prone to flooding
and flash-flood.

4 None; Partly Low
to Moderate

None; Partly Low
to Moderate

The area is prone to flooding, river-
scouring and flash-flood; Construct
Drooer drainaqe canals on this area
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to facilitate surface run-off; ldentify
and construct permanent evacuation
site which is safe from flooding and
landslide; Prohibit settlement along
intermittenUperennial creeks/rivers
should be implemented which is
prone to flooding; Observed for
sunken or displaced road surfaces;
Develop an early warning (e.g.,
signages) at (for critical areas only)
on steep-slopes where houses
situated foot-slopes; Prohibit
settlement directly located on foot-
slopes; Develop an early warning
device/system; Activate BDCC all the
time for quick response during
emergency; Acquiring at-least two
(2) mobile dump-trucks and two (2)
rubber boats are badly needed for
rescue operation and mobilization.

Proper concrete drainage canals and
concrete road should be constructed
along barangay road with GPS
reading 8" 1 4'22.6'-N I 125" 46'20.7" -E.

Recommended concrete bridge
should be constructed on this section
with GPS reading is 8'14'27.4"-
N/125"46',45.s',LE.

None High The area is prone to flooding, river-
scouring and flash-flood; Construct
proper drainage canals on this area
to facilitate surface run-off; ldentify
and construct permanent evacuation
site which is safe from flooding and
landslide; Prohibit settlement along
intermittenUperennial creeks/rivers
should be implemented which is
prone to flooding; Observed for
sunken or displaced road surfaces;
Develop an early warning (e.9.,
signages) at (for critical areas only)
on steep-slopes where houses
situated foot-slopes; Prohibit
settlement directly located on foot-
slopes; Develop an early warning
device/system; Activate BDCC all the
time for quick response during
emergency; Acquiring at-least two
(2) mobile dump-trucks and two (2)
rubber boats are badly needed for
rescue operation and mobilization.

Proper concrete drainage canals and
concrete road should be constructed
along barangay road with GPS
reading 8' 1 4'1 7.3'-N I 125' 46' 43.1" -E.

Proper concrete drainage canals
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should be constructed within the
school campus of Dofia Adela
Central Elementary School. GPS
reading is 8"14'1 9. 1"-N/125'46'45.3'L
E.

Total revision of the newly
constructed concrete bridge on this
area by DPWH. This structure is
failed to stand where concrete cracks
were noted on the bridqe foundation.

None; Partly Low Low; Partly High The area is prone to flooding, river-
scouring and flash-flood; Construct
proper drainage canals on this area
to facilitate surface run-off; ldentify
and construct permanent evacuation
site which is safe from flooding and
landslide; Prohibit settlement along
intermittenUperennial creeks/rivers
should be implemented which is
prone to flooding; Observed for
sunken or displaced road surfaces;
Develop an early warning (e.g.,
signages) at (for critical areas only)
on steep-slopes where houses
situated foot-slopes; Prohibit
settlement directly located on foot-
slopes; Develop an early warning
device/system; Activate BDCC all the
time for quick response during
emergency; Acquiring at-least two
(2) mobile dump-trucks and two (2)
rubber boats are badly needed for
rescue operation and mobilization.

Proper concrete drainage canals and
concrete road should be constructed
along barangay road with GPS
reading 8' 1 4' 1 3.9'-N | 125" 46' 42.4" -E.

None; Partly Low High; Partly None The area is prone to flooding, river-
scouring and fiash-flood; Construct
proper drainage canals on this area
to facilitate surface run-off; ldentify
and construct permanent evacuation
site which is safe ftom flooding and
landslide; Prohibit settlement along
intermittenVperennial creeks/rivers
should be implemented which is
prone to flooding; Observed for
sunken or displaced road surfaces;
Develop an early warning (e.9.,

signages) at (for critical areas only)
on steep-slopes where houses
situated foot-slopes; Prohibit
settlement directly located on foot-
slopes; Develop an earlY warning
device/system; Activate BDCC all the
time for quick response duri4g
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emergency; Acquiring at-least two
(2) mobile dump-trucks and two (2)
rubber boats are badly needed for
rescue operation and mobilization.

Proper concrete drainage canals and
concrete road should be constructed
along barangay road with GPS
reading 8" 1 4' 1 3.4"-N I 125" 45'29.3" -E.

Box-culvert should be constructed on
this section where regular flooding
was observed by the local. GPS
reading is 8'1 4'1 5.8'-N/1 25'45'40.6'-
E.

Flood-control structure must b
constructed on this section of Mama
Creek to minimize river-scouring
beside the barangay road. GPS
reading is 8" 1 4' 1 3.8"-Nl 125" 45'29.2" -
E.

8 "Sitio Landing" None; Partly High None; Partly Low Construct proper drainage canals on
this area to facilitate surface run-off;
ldentify and construct permanent
evacuation site which is safe from
flooding and landslide; Prohibit
settlement along
intermittenUperennial creeks/rivers
should be implemented which is
prone to flooding; Observed for
sunken or displaced road surfaces;
Develop an early warning (e.9.,
signages) at (for critical areas only)
on steep-slopes where houses
situated foot-slopes; Prohibit
seftlement directly located on foot-
slopes; Develop an early warning
device/system; Activate BDCC all the
time for quick response during
emergency; Acquiring at-least two
(2) mobile dump-trucks and two (2)
rubber boats are badly needed for
rescue operation and mobilization.

Proper concrete drainage canals and
concrete road should be constructed
along barangay road with GPS
reading 8' 1 3'03.s'LN | 125' 46' 57 .4" -E.

Proper concrete drainage canal
should be constructed within the
school campus of Landing
Elementary School. GPS reading is
8' 1 3', 1 0. 1'-N I 125" 46', 55.1" -E.

Some sections of the barangaY road
toward Sitio Landing must be repair.
Proper back-filling of quality sand
and qravel materials should be
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implemented. GPS reading is
8' 1 2'58. s',-N I 125" 46' 52.1', -E.

Table 10. Results of Landslide and Flood Assessment at Barangay Poblacion

Purok Landslide
Susceptibility

Ratino

Flood
Susceptibility

Ratino

Recommendations

1A None Gen. Lowwith
High portions
near Adgawan

oxbow lake

Develop an early warning system
and flood preparedness plan thru
periodic conduct of evacuation drills.
Monitor Adgawan oxbow lake's water
level and flow during extreme rainfall
events and initiate readiness and if
necessary, pre-emptive evacuation.
ldentify evacuation site that is safe
from landslide and flooding Acquire
mobile truck and rescue boat (e.9.
speed boat, pump boat or out board)
for immediate response. Prohibit
future settlement and construction of
new structures near the banks of
river. Provide concrete line canal
along the sides of the barangay
access road. Provide concrete line
canal on Municipal road. For long
term solution. relocate houses near
the Adgawan oxbow lake that are
affected bv hiqh fiood waters.

{B None Gen. Lowwith
High portions
near Adgawan
Oxbow Lake

Develop an early warning system
and flood preparedness plan thru
periodic conduct of evacuation drills.
Monitor Adgawan oxbow lake's water
level and flow during extreme rainfall
events and initiate readiness and if
necessary, pre-emptive evacuation.
ldentify evacuation site that is safe
from landslide and flooding. Acquire
mobile truck and rescue boat (e.9.
speed boat, pump boat or out board)
for immediate response. Prohibit
future settlement and construction of
new structures near the banks of
river. Provide concrete line canal on
Municipal road. Repair Barangay
street and provide concrete line
canal on its sides. For long term
solution, relocate houses near the
Adgawan oxbow lake that are
affected bv hiqh flood waters.

None Gen. Lowwith
High portions
near Adgawan
Oxbow Lake

Develop an early warning system
and flood preparedness plan thru
periodic conduct of evacuation drills.
Monitor Adgawan oxbow lake's water
level and flow during extreme rainfall
events and initiate readiness and if
necessarv. ore-emotive evacuation.
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ldentify evacuation site that is safe
from landslide and flooding. Acquire
mobile truck and rescue boat (e.9.
speed boat, pump boat or out board)
for immediate response. Prohibit
future settlement and construction of
new structures near the banks of
river. Replace existing drainage
canals into concrete line canal and
provide concrete line canal on other
parts of the Purok. For long term
solution, relocate houses near the
Adgawan oxbow lake that are
affected bv hiqh flood waters.

None Gen. Lowwith
High portions
near Adgawan
Oxbow Lake

Develop an early warning system
and flood preparedness plan thru
periodic conduct of evacuation drills.
Monitor Adgawan oxbow lake's water
level and flow during extreme rainfall
events and initiate readiness and if
necessary, pre-emptive evacuation.
ldentify evacuation site that is safe
from landslide and flooding. Acquire
mobile truck and rescue boat (e.9.
speed boat, pump boat or out board)
for immediate response. Prohibit
future settlement and construction of
new structures near the banks of
river. Replace existing drainage
canals into concrete line canal and
provide concrete line canal on other
parts of the Purok. For long term
solution, relocate houses near the
Adgawan oxbow lake that are
affected bv hioh flood waters.

4A None Low
48 (Sitio

Dumuvool
None Low

None Moderate to High Observe for rapid increase/decrease
in water level at Adgawan River,
possibly accompanied with increased
turbidity (soil content). Provide an
evacuation site which is safe from
landslide and flooding. Pre-emptive
evacuation is recommended when
sudden increase/decrease in water
level along Adgawan River is
observed especially during extreme
weather conditions. Prohibit future
settlement directly along Adgawan
River embankments. For immediate
relocation of the residents located at
Adgawan River embankments; also
for long term solution, relocating the
entire Purok is recommended. The
barangay is recommended to acquire
rubber boats for rescue oPeration
ourooses.

6A None High Observe for rapid increase/decrease
in water level at Adgawan River,
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possibly accompanied with increased
turbidity (soil content). Provide an
evacuation site which is safe from
landslide and flooding. Pre-emptive
evacuation is recommended when
sudden increase/decrease in water
level along Adgawan River is
observed especially during extreme
weather conditions. Prohibit future
settlement directly along Adgawan
River embankments. For immediate
relocation of the residents located at
Adgawan River embankments; also
for long term solution, relocating the
entire Purok is recommended. The
barangay is recommended to acquire
rubber boats for rescue operation
DUmOSeS.

6B None High Observe for rapid increase/decrease
in water level at Adgawan River,
possibly accompanied with increased
turbidity (soil content). Provide an
evacuation site which is safe from
landslide and flooding. Pre-emptive
evacuation is recommended when
sudden increase/decrease in water
level along Adgawan River is
observed especially during extreme
weather conditions. Prohibit future
settlement directly along Adgawan
River embankments. For immediate
relocation of the residents located at
Adgawan River embankments; also
for long term solution, relocating the
entire Purok is recommended. The
barangay is recommended to acquire
rubber boats for rescue operation
DUTOOSeS.

None High Observe for rapid increase/decrease
in water level at Adgawan River,
possibly accompanied with increased
turbidity (soil content). Provide an
evacuation site which is safe from
landslide and flooding. Pre-emptive
evacuation is recommended when
sudden increase/decrease in water
level along Adgawan River is
observed especially during extreme
weather conditions. Prohibit future
settlement directly along Adgawan
River embankments. For long term
solution, relocating the residents is
recommended. The barangay is
recommended to acquire rubber
boats for rescue operation purposes.

10 (Agpangon) None High
(due to Adgawan
River overflow)

Develop an early warning system
and flood preparedness Plan thru
periodic conduct of evacuation drills.
Monitor Adgawan River's water level
and flow durinq extreme rainfall
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events and initiate readiness and if
necessary, pre-emptive evacuation.
ldentify evacuation site that is safe
from landslide and flooding. Acquire
mobile truck and rescue boat (e.9.
speed boat, pump boat or out board)
for immediate response. Prohibit
future settlement and construction of
new structures near the banks of
river. For long term solution, relocate
houses near the Adgawan riverbank
that are affected by high flood
waters.

12 None Moderate Observe for rapid increase/decrease
in water level at Adgawan River,
possibly accompanied with increased
turbidity (soil content). Provide an
evacuation site which is safe from
landslide and flooding. Pre-emptive
evacuation is recommended when
sudden increase/decrease in water
level along Adgawan River is
observed especially during extreme
weather conditions. Prohibit future
seftlement directly along Adgawan
River embankments.
Rechanneling/Straightening the
Adgawan River is also
recommended. The barangay is
recommended to acquire rubber
boats for rescue operation purposes.
Proper drainage canals are
recommended to install to facilitate
surface run-off durinq heavy rainfall.

Sitio Kiandag None Moderate Observe for rapid increase/decrease
in water level at creeks near the sitio.
possibly accompanied with increased
turbidity (soil content). Provide an
evacuation site which is safe from
landslide and flooding. Pre-emptive
evacuation is recommended when
sudden increase/decrease in water
level along the creeks/rivers is
observed especially during extreme
weather conditions. For long term
solution, relocating the residents is
an option. The barangay is
recommended to acquire rubber
boats for rescue operation purposes.
Proper drainage canals are
recommended to facilitate surface
run-off during heavy rains.

14 (Log pond 3) None High
(due to Adgawan
River overflow)

Develop an early warning system
and flood preparedness plan thru
periodic conduct of evacuation drills.
Monitor Adgawan River's water level
and flow during extreme rainfall
events and initiate readiness and if
necessary, pre-emptive evacuation.
Acquire rescue boat (e.s. speed
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boat, pump boat or out board) for
immediate response. Prohibit future
settlement and construction of new
structures near the banks of river.
For long term solution, relocate
houses near the Adgawan riverbank
that are affected by high ftood
waters.

15
16 (Maylawaan) None Low Provide proper drainage canal.

Table 11. Results of Landslide and Flood Assessment at Barangay sabang
Adgawan

Purok Landslide
Susceptibility

Ratino

Flood
Susceptibility

Ratino

Recommendations

I (Poblacion) None High Develop an early warning system
and flood preparedness plan thru
periodic conduct of evacuation drills.
Monitor Adgawan River's water level
and flow during extreme rainfall
events and initiate readiness and if
necessary, pre-emptive evacuation.
Prohibit future settlement and
construction of new structures near
the banks of river. Acquire rescue
boat (e.9. speed boat, pump boat or
out board) for immediate response.
For long term solution, relocate all
houses on this ourok.

2 (Agusan) None High Develop an early warning system
and flood preparedness plan thru
periodic conduct of evacuation drills.
Monitor Adgawan River's water level
and flow during extreme rainfall
events and initiate readiness and if
necessary, pre-emptive evacuation.
Prohibit future settlement and
construction of new structures near
the banks of river. Acquire rescue
boat (e.9. speed boat, pump boat or
out board) for immediate response.
For long term solution, relocate all
houses on this ourok.

3 (Kawayan) None High Develop an early warning system
and flood preparedness plan thru
periodic conduct of evacuation drills.
Monitor Adgawan River's water level
and flow during extreme rainfall
events and initiate readiness and if
necessary, pre-emptive evacuation.
Prohibit future settlement and
construction of new structures near
the banks of river. Acquire rescue
boat (e.g. speed boat, pump boat or
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out board) for immediate response.
For long term solution, relocate all
houses on this purok.

4 (Log pond 2) None High Develop an early warning system
and flood preparedness plan thru
periodic conduct of evacuation drills.
Monitor Adgawan River's water level
and flow during extreme rainfall
events and initiate readiness and if
necessary, pre-emptive evacuation.
Prohibit future setflement and
construction of new structures near
the banks of river. Acquire rescue
boat (e.9. speed boat, pump boat or
out board) for immediate response.
For long term solution, relocate all
houses on this purok.

5 (Ticgon) None High Develop an early warning system
and flood preparedness plan thru
periodic conduct of evacuation drills.
Monitor Adgawan River's water level
and flow during extreme rainfall
events and initiate readiness and if
necessary, pre-emptive evacuation.
Prohibit future settlement and
construction of new structures near
the banks of river. Acquire rescue
boat (e.9. speed boat, pump boat or
out board) for immediate response.
For long term solution, relocate all
houses on this purok.

Table 12. Results of Landslide and Flood Assessment at Barangay Sagunto

Purok Landslide
Susceptibility

Ratino

Flood
Susceptibility

Ratinq

Recommendations

None Gen. Lowwith
High portions
near Adgawan

River and
NationalHighway

Develop an early warning system
and flood preparedness plan thru
periodic conduct of evacuation drills.
Monitor Adgawan River's water level
and flow during extreme rainfall
events and initiate readiness and if
necessary, pre-emptive evacuation.
ldentify evacuation site that is safe
from landslide and flooding. Acquire
mobile truck and rescue boat (e.9.
speed boat, pump boat or out board)
for immediate response. Prohibit
future settlement and construction of
new structures near the riverbanks.
For long term solution, relocate
houses that are affected by high
flood waters.

2 None Gen. Lowwith
High portion near
Adgawan River
and Moderate to

Develop an early warning system
and flood preparedness plan thru
periodic conduct of evacuation drills.
Monitor Adoawan River's water level
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High portion near
NationalHighway

and flow during extreme rainfall
events and initiate readiness and if
necessary, pre-emptive evacuation.
ldentify evacuation site that is safe
from landslide and flooding Acquire
mobile truck and rescue boat (e.g.
speed boat, pump boat or out board)
for immediate response. prohibit
future settlement and construction of
new structures near the riverbanks.
Provide concrete line canal along
Rufino Torralba Sr. St. and Martinez
St. For long term solution, relocate
houses that are affected by high
flood waters.

None Gen. Lowwith
High portion near
Adgawan River
and Moderate to
High portion near
National Highway

Develop an early warning system
and flood preparedness plan thru
periodic conduct of evacuation drills.
Monitor Adgawan River's water level
and flow during extreme rainfall
events and initiate readiness and if
necessary, pre-emptive evacuation.
ldentify evacuation site that is safe
from landslide and flooding. Acquire
mobile truck and rescue boat (e.9.
speed boat, pump boat or out board)
for immediate response. Prohibit
future settlement and construction of
new structures near the riverbanks.
Provide concrete line canal along
Patricio Burdeos St. For long term
solution, relocate houses that are
affected by hish flood waters.

4A None Gen. Lowwith
High portion near
Adgawan River
and Moderate to
High portion near
NationalHighway

Develop an early warning system
and flood preparedness plan thru
periodic conduct of evacuation drills.
Monitor Adgawan River's water level
and flow during extreme rainfall
events and initiate readiness and if
necessary, pre-emptive evacuation.
ldentify evacuation site that is safe
from landslide and flooding. Acquire
mobile truck and rescue boat (e.9.
speed boat, pump boat or out board)
for immediate response. Prohibit
future settlement and construction of
new structures near the riverbanks.
For long term solution, relocate
houses that are affected by high
flood waters.

48 Kurbada None High Develop an early warning system
and flood preparedness plan thru
periodic conduct of evacuation drills.
Monitor Adgawan River's water level
and flow during extreme rainfall
events and initiate readiness and if
necessary, pre-emptive evacuation.
ldentify evacuation site that is safe
from landslide and flooding. Acquire
mobile truck and rescue boat (e.o.
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speed boat, pump boat or out board)
for immediate response. prohibit
future settlement and construction of
new structures near the riverbanks.
For long term solution, relocate
houses that are affected by high
flood waters.

5 (Tagado) None High Develop an early warning system
and flood preparedness plan thru
periodic conduct of evacuation drills.
Monitor Adgawan River's water level
and flow during extreme rainfall
events and initiate readiness and if
necessary, pre-emptive evacuation.
ldentify evacuation site that is safe
from landslide and flooding. Acquire
mobile truck and rescue boat (e.9.
speed boat, pump boat or out board)
for immediate response. Prohibit
future settlement and construction of
new structures near the riverbanks.
Continue construction of diversion
road towards Purok Pongtud. For
long term solution, relocate houses
that are affected by high ftood
waters.

7 (Pongtod) Moderate to High None Observe for presence of mass
movement (e.9., landslides, tension
cracks). Report situation to the
concerned municipal authorities; for
vigilance of residents in areas
located near the foot of slope during
inclement weather condition. Prohibit
future settlement and construction of
new structures on areas at the slope
and aUnear the foot slooe.

Table 13. Results of Landslide and Flood
Patricio

Assessment at Barangay San

Purok Landslide
Susceptibility

Ratinq

Flood
Susceptibility

Ratino

Recommendations

None Low to Moderate Observe for rapid increase/decrease
in water level at Adgawan River,
possibly accompanied with increased
turbidity (soil content). Provide an
evacuation site which is safe from
landslide and flooding. Pre-emptive
evacuation is recommended when
sudden increase/decrease in water
level along Adgawan River is
observed. The barangay is
recommended to acquire rubber
boats for rescue operation purposes.
Proper drainage canals are
recommended to facilitate surface
run-off during heaw rains.

2 None Low to Moderate Observe for rapid increase/decrease
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in water level at Adgawan River,
possibly accompanied with increased
turbidity (soil content). Provide an
evacuation site which is safe from
landslide and flooding. Pre-emptive
evacuation is recommended when
sudden increase/decrease in water
level along Adgawan River is
observed. The barangay is
recommended to acquire rubber
boats for rescue operation purposes.
Prohibit putting up of additional
classrooms and/or school expansion
at San Patricio Elementary School
towards the Adgawan River. Proper
drainage canals are recommended to
facilitate surface run-off during heavy
rains.

Moderate to High Observe for rapid increase/decrease
in water level at Adgawan River,
possibly accompanied with increased
turbidity (soil content). Provide an
evacuation site which is safe from
landslide and flooding. Pre-emptive
evacuation is recommended when
sudden increase/decrease in water
level along Adgawan River is
observed. For relocation of the
residents located directly at Adgawan
River embankment and prohibit
future settlement along creek/river
embankments. The barangay is
recommended to acquire rubber
boats for rescue operation purposes.
Proper drainage canals are
recommended to facilitate surface

Observe for rapid increase/decrease
in water level at Adgawan River,
possibly accompanied with increased
turbidity (soil content). Provide an
evacuation site which is safe from
landslide and flooding. Pre-emptive
evacuation is recommended when
sudden increase/decrease in water
level along Adgawan River is
observed. Recommend to relocate
the residents of Purok 4 for they are
very much affected when Adgawan
River overflows and prohibit future
settlement along creek/river
embankments. The barangay is
recommended to acquire rubber

Low to Moderate Observe for rapid increase/decrease
in water level at Adgawan River,
possibly accompanied with increased
turbidity (soil content). Provide an
evacuation site which is safe from
landslide and floodinq. Pre-emptive
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evacuation is recommended when
sudden increase/decrease in water
level along Adgawan River is
observed. The barangay is
recommended to acquire rubber
boats for rescue operation purposes.
Proper drainage canals are
recommended to facilitate surface
run-off during heaw rarns.

Table 14. Results of Landslide and Flood Assessment at Barangay Vatentina
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Purok Landslide
Susceptibility

Ratino

Flood
Susceptibility

Ratino

Recommendations

Moderate to High None The area is generally prone to
landslide; Construct proper drainage
canals on this area to facilitate
surface run-off; ldentify and construct
permanent evacuation site which is
safe from flooding and landslide;
Prohibit settlement along
intermittenVperennial creeks/rivers
should be implemented which is
prone to flooding; Observed for
sunken or displaced road surfaces;
Develop an early warning (e.g.,
signages) at (for critical areas only)
on steep-slopes where houses
situated foot-slopes; Prohibit
settlement directly located on foot-
slopes; Develop an early warning
device/system; Activate BDCC all the
time for quick response during
emergency; Acquiring at-least two
(2) mobile dump-trucks are badly
needed for rescue operation and
mobilization.

Proper concrete drainage canals and
concrete road should be constructed
along barangay road with GPS
reading 8' 1 1'40.9"-N I 125" 44' 1 8.3" -E.

Moderate to Very
High; Partly None

None The arca is generally prone to
landslide; Construct proper drainage
canals on this area to facilitate
surface run-off; ldentify and construct
permanent evacuation site which is
safe ftom flooding and landslide;
Prohibit settlement along
intermittenUperennial creeks/rivers
should be implemented which is
prone to flooding; Observed for
sunken or displaced road surfaces;
Develop an early warning (e.g.,
signages) at (for critical areas only)
on steeo-slopes where houses
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situated foot-slopes; Prohibit
settlement directly located on foot-
slopes; Develop an early warning
device/system; Activate BDCC alt the
time for quick response during
emergency; Acquiring at-least two
(2) mobile dump-trucks are badty
needed for rescue operation and
mobilization.

Proper concrete drainage canals and
concrete road should be constructed
along barangay road with GPS
reading 8" 1 1'38.7"-N I 125" 44' 02" -E.

Construction of proper design of
retaining wall is highly recommended
beside the barangay road. Soil
slumping was observed on this
section. GPS reading 8"11'39.2"-
Nt125"44'05.2"-E.

Moderate to High;
Partly None

None The area is generally prone to
landslide; Construct proper drainage
canals on this area to facilitate
surface run-off; ldentify and construct
permanent evacuation site which is
safe from flooding and landslide;
Prohibit settlement along
intermittenUperennial creeks/rivers
should be implemented which is
prone to flooding; Observed for
sunken or displaced road surfaces;
Develop an early waming (e.g.,
signages) at (for critical areas only)
on steep-slopes where houses
situated foot-slopes; Prohibit
settlement directly located on foot-
slopes; Develop an early warning
device/system; Activate BDCC all the
time for quick response during
emergency; Acquiring at-least two
(2) mobile dump-trucks are badly
needed for rescue operation and
mobilization.

Proper concrete drainage canals and
concrete road should be constructed
along barangay road with GPS
reading 8" 1 1'34.9'-N I 125" 43' 46.6" -E.

Construction of proper design of the
retaining wall is highly recommended
beside the Lope Cortes Elementary
School. Soil slumping was observed
on this section. GPS reading
8" 1 1'39.4',-N t't25" 43' s',t .4" -E.

4"Km.41" Moderate to High;
Partly None

None The area is generally prone to
landslide; Construct proper drainage
canals on this arca to facilitate
surface run-off: ldentifv and construct
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permanent evacuation site which is
safe from flooding and landslide;
Prohibit settlement along
intermiftenVperennial creeks/rivers
should be implemented which is
prone to flooding; Observed for
sunken or displaced road surfaces;
Develop an early warning (e.g.,
signages) at (for critical areas only)
on steep-slopes where houses
situated foot-slopes; Prohibit
settlement directly located on foot-
slopes; Develop an early warning
device/system; Activate BDCC all the
time for quick response during
emergency; Acquiring at-least two
(2) mobile dump-trucks are badly
needed for rescue operation and
mobilization.

Proper concrete drainage canals and
concrete road should be constructed
along barangay road with GPS
reading 8'09'33.5'-N/1 25"39' 1 0.6'-E.

Table 15. Results of Landslide and Flood Assessment at Barangay Villa Paz

Purok Landslide
Susceptibility

Ratino

Flood
Susceptibility

Ratino

Recommendations

Low Gen. Low; portion
High along

Kimondo Creek

Observe for rapid increase/decrease
of water level along Kimondo creek
accompanied with increased turbidity
(soil content). Future seftlement
along creeks embankments should
be prohibited. Recommend to
replace two (2) existing culverts
along Kimondo Creek into box-type.
Also recommend to elevate the
barangay road where the culverts are
located. Recommend to provide
proper drainage canals to
accommodate surface run-off.

Low Gen. Low; portion
High along

Kimondo Creek

Observe for rapid increase/decrease
of water level along Kimondo creek
accompanied with increased turbidity
(soil content). Future settlement
along creeks embankments should
be prohibited. Recommend to
replace two (2) existing culverts
along Kimondo Creek into box-type.
Also recommend to elevate the
barangay road where the culverts are
located. Recommend to provide
oroDer drainaoe canals to
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accommodate surface run-off.
3 Low Low Define existing drainage canals at

the purok including at Kimondo
Elementary School and conduct
reqular maintenance.

4 Low Gen. Low; portion
High on 6 houses

Recommend to relocate 6 houses of
the purok which are affected by high
flooding due to Agusan River
overflow. Recommend to provide
proper drainage canals to
accommodate surface run-off.

5 Low Low Recommend to provide a connecting
road from the barangay proper
towards Purok 5 for an easier access
towards the purok.

5 (lmelda) None High Develop an early warning system
and flood preparedness plan thru
periodic conduct of evacuation drills.
Monitor Pignan creek's water level
and flow during extreme rainfall
events and initiate readiness and if
necessary, pre-emptive evacuation.
ldentify evacuation site that is safe
from landslide and flooding. Acquire
mobile truck and rescue boat (e.9.
speed boat, pump boat or out board)
for immediate response. Prohibit
future settlement and construction of
new structures near the banks of
creek. Rechannel Pignan creek. For
long term solution, relocate houses
that are affected by high flood
waters.

Sitio Maitom
1 Low Low
2 Low Low
3 Low Low
4 Low Low
5

(Magsagubsob)
Low Low lmprove existing pilot road so as to

provide as an access road for
immediate evacuation and quick
resDonse.

It should be noted that these susceptibility ratings were arrived at as of this field
assessment. However, the rating could advance (e.9., from low to moderate, and
moderate to high). Hence, the MGB constantly recommends strict and continuous
monitoring by the barangays.
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BRGY. ANGELES

Photo above is a panoramic view of Barangay Angeles. Recommend to
provide an accessible pilot road via Brgy. Langasian.

Photo shows a house of Purok 2 which is located at an active
scouring along Tagacupan Creek. Recommend for immediate
relocation of this house and prohibit future settlement along creeks

embankments.
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Photos above are houses of Barangay Angeles which are rated high to flooding. Photo D is a

resident of the barangay showing the highest flood height the barangay experienced when
Tagacupan Creek overflows. Pre-emptive evacuation is recommended when abnormalities in the

creek's water level are observed, thus safe evacuation site is recommended. For long term solution,
relocating the barangay is recommended in a site which is safe from landslide and flooding.
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Photos above are the means of transportation going to Barangay Angeles. Upper right
photo is a foot trail from Barangay Langasian, but most of the travel requires traversing the
Tagacupan Creek. Recommend to provide a pilot road connecting Barangay Langasian to
Barangay Angeles for a convenient and safe access towards Barangay Angeles. Pilot road

is also essential for immediate response to Barangay Angeles especially during extreme
weather events.
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BRGY. BATAAN

Photos above are Purok I which experiences moderate flooding when Bataan creek
overflows. Duration of flooding usually lasts for a week. Right photo shows a flood mark
when the creek overflows. Pre-emptive evacuation is recommended if rapid increase/decrease
of water level along the creek is observed and provide an evacuation center which is safe

from landslide and floodins.

Photos above are some of the drainage canals present at Purok 1.

Recommend to properly define the canals and conduct regular
maintenance to facilitate surface run-off more sufficiently.
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Photos above are houses of Purok 2 which are affected by moderate flooding
when Isot Creek overflows during heavy rainfall. Pre-emptive evacuation during
extreme weather events is recommended.

Photo above is an area of Purok 2 which is located at an elevated area and

is not affected by overflow, both from Bataan Creek and Isot Creek.
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Photo shows drainage canals at Purok 2. Recommend to define
these drainage canals and conduct regular maintenance.

Photo shows the distance between Purok 3 and Bataan Creek. Purok 3

experiences moderate flooding when the creek overflows. Pre-emptive
evacuation is recommended when rapid increase/decrease of water level along
creek is observed. Also, provide an evacuation site which is safe from landslide
and flooding. Prohibit future settlement along creek embankments.
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Photos above are Sitio Ipil which is rated high to flood susceptibility.
Recommend to provide an evacuation site which is safe from landslide
and flooding and pre-emptive evacuation is recommended when rapid
increase/decrease of water level along creeks is observed especially
during extreme weather events. For long term solution, relocating the
residents is an option.

Photo above is Sitio Kamamaunan and is rated high to flooding.
Recommend to provide an evacuation site which is safe from
landslide and flooding and pre-emptive evacuation is
recommended when rapid increase/decrease of water level
along creeks is observed especially during extreme weather
events. For long term solution, relocating the residents is an

option.
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Photos are portions of Sitio Pinamuyanan.

The sitio experiences moderate to high
flooding when PinamuYanan creek

overflows. Pre-emptive evacuation is

recommended during extreme weather

events. Relocating the residents directly
located at creek embankments is
recommended (Photo C) and prohibit future

settlement along creek embankments.
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Fig.2No drainage canal and concrete road at Purok l-B. This area is prone to flash-flood,

r]ver-flooding and river-scouring. Relocation of this purok is highly recommendg.d and

geographic l6cation is situated *itttin in the meandering river channel' GPS reading is

80 I 7', 53.5"-N/l 25'43', 5 5.4" -E.

Fig. I

BRGY. COMOTA

flood height is 1 m to 1.5 m high'

9r-1 ',lr's:'li"!i{l3.lrpi5:;-liil$" 
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No drainage canal and no concrete road at Purok l-A, Brgy' Comot4

Agusan del Sur. GPS reading is 8o17'57.6"-N1125"43'34'9"-E'

Flood marking was observed within the purok waiting shedFig.3
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Fig. 4 No drainage canal and old concrete road were noted at Purok 2' Geographic location

situated along meandering River channel which is prone to flash-flood, river-flooding, and

river-scouring. Relocation-of tnis purok is highly recommended. GPS reading is 8"17'57 '6"-
N/125'43',31.8"-E.

Fig. 5 This Comota Elementary School of Purok 2 is prone to flash-flood and river-flooding' No

driinage canal and no concrete pathway were noted inside the school campus. Relocation of this

school is highly recommended. GPS reading is 8o17',59-5"-N/125"43',34.3"-E'

Fig. 6 No drainage canal at Purok 3. The area is prone to river-flooding and flash-flood'

Glographic location situated within the meandering river channel. Relocation is highly

recommended on this purok. GPS reading is 8'18'00.3"-N/125o43',30.7"-F.
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Fig. 7 No drainage canal and no concrete road at Purok 4. The area is prone to river-

iooding and flash-flood. Geographic location is situated along meandering river

channel. Relocation of this purok is highly recommended. GPS reading is 8ol8'08.5"-
N/I25"43',3 5.4"-8.

Fig. 9 No drainage canal and no concrete road at Purok 5. The area is prone to flash-

iood, river-flooding and river-scouring. Geographic location situated along river

embankment and along meandering river-channel. Relocation is highly

recommended. GPS reading is 8o 1 8' 00" -N I l25o 43' 24' 8"-E'
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Fig. 8 This section at Purok 4 experienced regular flooding up to 1.5 meters high'
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Fis. 10 Local residents of Purok 5 are resided along river-banks. GPS reading is 8o17'58.6"-

N|r25"43'25"-F,.

Fig. 11 Local residents of Purok 6 SitioAsuncion situated directly along meandering channel

oiAdgu*un River. This area is prone to regular river-flooding and flash-flood. Relocation is

highly recommended. GPS reading is 8o 1 8' 3 6.9" -N I 125" 42' 38'7 " -E'

Fig. 12 Daycare classes at Purok 6 Sitio Asuncion was held at waiting shed (left-photo).

Oafcare 
""nt"t 

building was destroyed by typhoon "Pablo" last December 2012. Common

flood-height on the area was pin-pointed by the local (right-photo).
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Fig. l3 Photographs-above are the current access road toward Purok 6 Sitio Asuncion.
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Photos above are houses of Sitio Magboya,

including Magboya Elementary School,

which are affected by high flooding when

Adgawan River overflows. Right photo

shows the highest flood height the sitio

experienced during typhoon Pablo, reaching

more the one meter. Recommend pre-emptive

evacuation when abnormalities in water level

along the river are observed especially during
extreme weather events. For long term

solutions, relocating the sitio in a site which
is safe from landslide and flooding is
recommended.
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BRGY. HALAPITAN

Areas located at Purok 2 (leftphoto) and Purok 3 (right photo) which are recommended

to be provided with concrete line canals to properly facilitate surface run-off and to

prevent erosion at the sides ofthe road.

Barangay access road located at Purok I that is

recommended to be improved.
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Barangay road located at Purok 4 where a sufficient

culvert is recommended to be constructed so as to
properly accommodate and drain out surface run-off in

the area.

A view showing the flood height that approximately

reached more than a meter during an inclement weather

condition at Purok 4.
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BRGY. KASAPA II

Fig. I No drainage canal and no concrete road at Purok l, Brgy. Kasapa II,LaPaz, Agusan del Sur.

GPS reading is 8o I 0' 54. 1 "-N/1 25o36'44.9"-N.

Fig.2 Local metal bridge of the baran gay atPurok I is unsafe to the locals. Immediate repair

should be implementedfor the meantime. Proper concrete bridge type structure is highly

recommended. GPS reading is 8o10'55.1"-N/125o36' 45.4"-8.

Fig. 3 No drainage canal atPurok 2. GPS reading is 8o10'55'4"-

9roilfi ',*$i#{i'-.,{fr:i"lli$'
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N|125"36',43.9"-F,.
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Fig. 4 No proper drainage canal atPurok 3. GPS reading is 8o10'57-4"-N/125'36'43'1"-E'

Fig. 5 Unstable cut-slope was observed on this house at Purok

tuffaceous sandstone.

3. The area is underlain by

Photo above is the temporary barangay office. GPS

ffi
;:;s,

Fig. 6 No proper barangay office was observed.

reading is 8o 1 0'57.5"-N/1 25"36' 43.5" -E-
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Fig. 7 Flood control structure is highly recommended on this section at the back of the Kasapa II
EGmentary School. River-scouring, river-flooding and flash-flood are potential hazardto the said

school. GPS reading is 8" 1 0' 5 7. 8"-N/1 25 o3 6' 39 .2" -E'
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BRGY. LANGASIAN

Fig. l No drainage canal atPurok 1, Brgy. Langasian, LaPaz, Agusan del Sur' GPS reading is

g.t+,St .q'-N1125"42'54.9--8. Geographic location is situated along meandering river which is

prone to flash-flood and river-flooding. Relocation is recommended.

r

Fis. 3 Some resident of Purok I is resided near the river-embankment.
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Fig. 4 Langasian Elementary School situated within the meandering river which is prone to

nasn-nooO and river flooding. No drainage canal within the said school campus. GPS reading

is 8o 1 4' 5 5.6" -N/ 125" 42' 57" -8.

Fig. 5 This stagnant water on the northern section of Purok 1 was observed. This stagnant

*u-t"r is positivi of schistosomiasis bacteria. Proper drainage canal and box-culvert must be

constructed on this area to drain-out stagnant water. This section also is main trail toward

Brgy. Angeles proper. GPS reading is 8ol5'04"-Nll25'42'55.7"-E'

Fig. 6 Trail toward Brgy. Angeles proper which was stated at Fig' 5'
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Fig.7 No drainage canal at Purok 2. This area situated within the

which is prone to river-flooding and flash-flood. Relocation

recommended. GPS reading is 8" 1 4' 52. 6" -N I 125" 42' 52.2" -8.

meandering river channel
of this purok is highly

Fig. 8 No drainage canal atPurok 3. This purok situated within the meandering river-channel.

RJocation of this purok is highly recommended. GPS reading is8ol4'52.2"-NlI25o42'50"-E.

Fig. 9 Some section of Purok 3 show moderate topography.

settlement.
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Fig. 10 No drainage canal at Purok 4 based on the photographs above. This area

situated within the meandering river-channel which is prone to river-flooding and

flash-flood. Relocation of this purok is highly recommended. GPS reading is
80 I 4' 5 1 . 1 "-Nl 125" 42', 46.7" -E.

Fig. 12 Active river-scouring at Purok 4 was observed on the area'
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Fie. l1 Some local residents of Purok are resided along river embankment.
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Fig. 13 Local residents of Purok 5 are situated along river-banks. GPS reading is

Ro 1 4',50.4"-N/l 2.5043',03.8o'-F.

Fig. 14 This section of Purok 5 is recommended for box-culvert (left photo) with GPS

..iding is 8o14'46.1--N1125"42'52.8--F,. No concrete road was observed from Brgy'

Panagangan proper.

Fig. l5 photographs above are the current status of the Langasian Barangay Hall. This hall was

co-nnected to the multi-purpose of the barungay. GPS reading is 8o14'53.6"-N/125o42'53'1"-E'
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Fig. 16 Grade 6 classes of the Langasian Elementary School was held in this multipurpose hall

beside the barangay hall building.
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BRGY. LYDIA

Upper left photo is the much affected area of Purok Lydia Proper when

edgawan River overflows especially during heavy rains. Upper right photo

is a barangay official showing the usual flood height the purok experiences

when the river overflows.

Photo shows an area at Purok Lydia Proper where the overflow of
Adgawan River generally starts to inundate the purok due to an active

scouring along river embankment. Recommend to put up a flood control

structuri (gabion) to address the problem and prevent further scouring at

the embankment.
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Photos are other portion of Purok Lydia Proper which is
recommended to installed with drainage canals to

accommodate surface run-off during heavy rains.

Photo above is a panoramic view of
Purok Balitos which is moderately to

highly susceptible to flooding. Flood

waters usually come from
Minambungaw creek overflow. Right
photo is the highest flood experienced

by the purok when the creek overflows.

Pase 67 of 109
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Upper photo shows Minambungaw creek

(yellow dash line) that traverses at Purok

Balitos and usually causes flooding in the

purok during heavy rainfall. Right photo is a

close-up view of Minambungaw creek outlet

along the barangay road. Also the waterway

is not properly defined and clogged with
bushes, twigs, and other organic wastes.

Installation of culverts and defining the

waterway thru declogging and regular

maintenance are recommended.

Photo is a panoramic view of Purok Durian. This purok is more elevated

and distanf from Adgawan River as compared to Purok Lydia Proper and

Purok Balitos. Purok Durian is rated low to moderate in flooding.
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BRGY. OSMENTA

A view showing the Suba River that caused the moderate

flooding experienced at Puroks l, 2 and 3. Rechanneling

the river is recommended.

Photos showing barangay roads located at Purok 3 and 4 that have no canals.

Provision of concrete line canal along the sides of the roads is recommended.
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Houses built at the cliff locatedatPurok 7 Tagyago that are highly to moderately

susceptible to landslide.

Photo showing the NIA culvert located along the batangay

road towards Purok 6 Binitayan that needs to be improved

to minimize ponding of water and effects of flooding on the

atea.
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Photo showing the proposed resettlement site for the houses at the cliff at

Purok 7 (Tagyago) that has an approximate area of I hectare.
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BRGY. PANAGANGAN

qffi%ft:l!

Fig. I No proper drainage canal at Purok 1, Brgy. Panagangan,LaPL, Agusan del Sur' The

ge-ographic 
-location 

of tiis purok situated within flood-prone area. Maximum flood-height is 5

iretirs'high caused by Adgawan River flooding. Relocation of the entire purok is highly

recommended. GPS reading is 8o | 4' 27 .6"-N/ 1 25 o46' 
4 8' 5 "-E'

SSffiK.il-;*' T,',, * €ffiffiffiwr':' }ittgflffiffi:*.,J4:'r':'' ".'ff*ffiF'-
Fig. 2 No proper drainage canal at Purok 2. Silted sub-standards drainage canal was observed'

Fl6od height e*p".i"nceiby the local is 5-7 meters high. Total relocation of this purok is highly

,."ornrn.nded. GPS reading is 8' I 4' 27.8"-N/ 1 25 o46' 52'4" -E'
:!.]
.:

:l
.'r L€

Fig. 3 Local flooding at Purok 2 which was pin-pointed by the local.
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Fig. 5 Local residents of Purok 3 situated along Adgawan River

purok 6 This wooden old bridge of Purok 3 across the perennial creek on the area is unsafe to

the motorists. Concrete bridge type structure is highly recommended' GPS reading is

9r'il tr{L$ii'-1i4,,i4irri3;l1i t$'' 
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g" | 4' 27 .4" -N I 1250 46' 45.5" -8.
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Fig. 7 The panagangan National High School at Purok 3 situated Adgawan River bank. River-

bairk scouring und soil slumping are common erosion at the back of said school. GPS reading is

g" 14' 24.4- -N/ 1 25 "46', 3 8.3"-E.

Fig. 8 Phtographs at the back of the Panagangan National High School where active

sc;.rrirrg unO ,oit slumping were noted on this section. Construction of retaining wall is

recommended to minimizJd erosion. Please observe proper solid waste segregation and

disposal.

Fig. 9 No drainage canal and no concrete

Nl125"46'20.7"-E.

road at Purok 4. GPS reading is 8"14'22'6"-
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Fig. 10 No drainage canal and no concrete road at Purok 5. GPS reading is 8o14'17.3"

N|125"46',43.1"-E.

Fig. 11 No further development upslope at Sr. Nazareno Church of Purok 5. This chapel is

underlain by intercalated tuffaceous siltstone-shale which is highly weathered and fractured' GPS

readins is 8o 14' I 5.6"-N/1 25 o 46' 46.2" -E.

Fig. l2Newly constructed Panagangan concrete bridge situated between Puroks 1 & 5 which

wis recently damaged where broken foot-bridge structure was observed. GPS reading is

80 I 4',25"-N I 125" 46', 46.3"-E.
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Fig. 13 Closer-view of newly constructed Panagangan concrete bridge.

Fig. 14 This Dofia Adela Elementary School of Purok 5 is experienced2.5 meters flood

height. GPS reading is 8o 1 4' 1 9. l "-N/1 25 " 46' 45 .3" -E.

Fig. l5 No proper drainage canal (left-photo) the said campus of Fig. 14. Local teacher (right-

pnoto; on the said school is pin-pointed the flood height experienced inside the class room.
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Fig. l6 No drainage canal and no concrete road at Purok 6. GPS reading is 8o14'13.9"'
Nll)5046',4? 4"-F

Fig. 18 No drainage canal and no concrete road were observed at Purok 7. GPS reading is

8" | 4' 73 .4" -N I 1 25" 45', 29 .3" -8.
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Fig. 17 Some local residents of Purok 6 are resided along river-banks.
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Fig. l9 This section of Purok 7 is recommended for flood-control by rip-rapping in order to

minimize river-scouring and soil slumping. GPS reading is 8"14'13.8"-N/125o45'29-2"-E.
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Fig. 20 This section Purok 7 barangay road is recommended for box-culvert type. Regular sheet

nooOing is common on this area with more than 1 meter flood height. GPS reading is 8ol4'15.8"-

Nl125045',40.7"-E.

Fig.2l This is the proposed evacuation site of Purok 7. Local residents on this section must be

move to higher elevation to avoid flood. GPS reading is 8"14'14.9"-N/125"45'46'3"-E'
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Fig.22 No drainage canal and no concrete road at Purok 8 Sitio Landing. GPS reading is
go 1 3'03.5"-N/l 25'46', 5 7 .4" -F.

Fig. 23 Proper concrete drainage canal should be constructed at the newly constructed

Landing Elementary School at Purok 8. GPS reading is 8ol3'10.1"-N/125o46'55.1"-8.
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BRGY. POBLACION

Photos above are some of the houses of Purok 5 which are affected by moderate

to high flooding when Adgawan River overflows. Photo B shows the nearness

of some of the houses to the Adgawan River. Immediate relocation of these

houses is recommended; for long term solution, relocating the entire purok is

recommended.
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Photo above is a panoramic view of Purok 64 and its proximity to Adgawan

River. Purok 64 is rated high to flooding. Relocating the entire purok is

recommended.

Photo above shows the proximity of Purok 68 to the Adgawan River and

experiences high flooding when the river overflows. Pre-emptive

evacuation is advised when rapid increase/decrease of water level along the

river is observed especially during extreme weather conditions. For long

term solution, relocating the entire purok is highly recommended.
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Photo above is the Adgawan River that causes flooding at

the puroks located near to it. In this photo, scouring is

visible towards Purok 68. According to the residents, an old
logging road had already been destroyed due to scouring.

Recommend for immediate relocation of some houses

located directly at the rivers embankments (blue arrow).

Photo above is the Adgawan River that causes flooding at

the puroks located near to it. In this photo, scouring is

visible towards Purok 68. According to the residents, an old
logging road had already been destroyed due to scouring.
Recommend for immediate relocation of some houses

located directly at the rivers embankments (blue arrow).
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Photos above are some of the houses of Purok 7 which are affected by
high flooding due to Adgawan River overflow. Recommend to relocate

the entire purok to a site which is safe from landslide and flooding.

Photos are Purok 12 which is rated moderate to flood susceptibilify. Pre-

emptive evacuation is recommended during extreme weather events; also
prohibit future settlement along river embankments. Proper drainage canals

are also recommended to install to facilitate surface run-off during heavy
rainfall.
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Photos are Sitio Kiandag which is moderate to flood susceptibility rating.
Flooding is due to water back flow from the Agusan River causing the
Kimondo Creek and Adgawan to overflow during extreme weather
events. Pre-emptive evacuation during extreme weather events is
recommended. For long term solution, relocation is an option.
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Photos showing the houses located at Purok l4Logpond 3 that are affected with high
flooding due to the overflow of Adgawan River during heavy rainy season. For long

term solution, these houses are recommended to be relocated on a safer area.

Area located at Purok 14 showing the river scouring
along the Adgawan River bank.
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Photo showing showing the flood height located at Purok 10

Agpangon as depicted by the flood mark at the house. For
long term solution, houses on this purok are recommended to
be relocated on a safer place since the area is also heavily
flooded by the nearby Adgawan River during heavy rainy
season.

Area located at Purok 16 Maylawaan that has no drainage

canal. Provision of proper drainage canal in this area is
recommended so as to prevent ponding of water on the area.
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A view showing the damaged portion of a barangay street
located at Purok 1B that needs to be improved and constructed
with concrete line canal so as to prevent funher erosion at the
area.

Area located at Purok lB showing the municipal road that is
recommended to be provided with concrete line canal.
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Barangay streets located at Puroks 1A, lB, 2 and3 (from upper left to lower left,
in clockwise direction) that need to be provided with concrete line canals.

Photo showing the river scouring along the Adgawan
oxbow lake located at Purok 2.
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A resident showing the flood height near Adgawan oxbow
lake that approximately reached more than one and a half
meter due to the overflow of water during a heavy rainy
season.
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BRGY. SABANG ADGAWAN

Floating houses located at Purok 1 Poblacion (right photo) and Purok 2 Agusan (left photo)

that are recommended to be relocated into a safer area.

Photo showing the flood height at the Purok Poblacion that approximately reached more

than 20 feet that still reached inside their Barangay Hall as indicated by the flood mark at

the table inside the hall (right photo).
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Sabang Adgawan Elem. School located at Purok 3 that experiences
an almost two-story flood height caused by the immense rising of
water level of Adgawan River during storms and continuous
raining.

Floating houses and tall houses located at Purok 3 Kawayan that are affected by high
flooding (flood height indicated by the red dashed lines on right photo). Relocation of
these houses is recommended.
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Floating and tall houses located at Purok 4 Log pond 2 that are

also recommended to be relocated into a safer area.

Floating houses located at Purok 5 Ticgon that are affected by high flooding. Relocation of
these houses into a safer area is also highly recommended.
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Photos showing the Ticgon Elem. School located at Purok 5 Ticgon which is severely

damaged due to floods and storms. Flood height on the area (indicated by red dashed

lines) averagely reached up to 1l to 13 ft. during extreme weather condition and
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BRGY. SAGUNTO

A view showing the Rufino Torralba Sr. St. and Martinez St. located at Purok 2 which
needs to be constructed with concrete line canals to prevent unconfined surface run-off
from eroding the sides of the street and to properly facilitate flood waters in the area.

Resident showing the flood height at Purok 2 located near
the Adgawan riverbank that also approximately reached
one meter. Houses affected by such major flooding are

recommended to be relocated into a safer area.
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Photo showing Patricio Burdeos St. located at Purok 3 that also

needs to be constructed with concrete line canal along its sides.

A resident showing the flood height experienced at Purok I that
approximately reached more than a meter due to overflow of
nearby Adgawan River. For long term solution, relocation of
houses affected by high flooding is recommended.
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Another resident showing the flood height that
approximately reached more than a meter during a flooding
incident experienced at Purok 4A along the Adgawan
riverbank. Houses on this area are also recommended to be

relocated.

Resident showing the flood height at Purok 4 Kurbada that

also approximately reached more than a meter due to the

overflow of Adgawan River.
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BRGY. SAN PATRICIO

Photos are houses of Purok 1 which are distant from the Adgawan River, however the purok

still experiences low flooding when the river overflows. Recommend to provide an

evacuation site which is safe from landslide and flooding and pre-emptive evacuation is

advised during extreme weather conditions.

Photo above is Purok 2 which is rated low to
moderate in flooding. Right photo is a resident

showing the flood height they experienced when
Adgawan River overflowed during Typhoon
Pablo. Pre-emptive evacuation is advised during
extreme weather events, thus safe evacuation site

should be sited. Proper drainage canals are also

recommended.
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Photo above is Purok 3 which experiences moderate flooding when

Adgawan River overflows. Upper right photo is a resident showing

the flood height they experience. Pre-emptive evacuation is advised

during extreme weather events, thus safe evacuation site should be

sited. Proper drainage canals are also recommended.

Photo above shows the proximity of some houses of Purok 3 and Purok 4 from
the Adgawan River. These are the much affected houses when the river
overflows. Recommend to relocate these residents to a site which is safe from
landslide and flooding and prohibit future sefflement along creeVriver
embankments.
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Photo above is Purok 4 which is the much

affected purok when Adgawan River

overflows during inclement weather

conditions. Right photo is a resident showing

the highest flood height the Purok
experienced. Relocating the residents in a site

which is safe from landslide and flooding is
highly recommended.

Photo above is Purok 5 which is rated low to moderate to flooding'

Recommend to provide an evacuation site which is safe from landslide and

flooding and pre-emptive evacuation is advised during extreme weather

conditions. Proper drainage canals are also recommended'
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Photo above is a panoramic view of San Patricio Elementary School which was

affected by low flooding during Typhoon Pablo. Recommend to prohibit school site

expansion towards the Adgawan River.
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BRGY. VALENTINA

Fig. I No drainage canal and no concrete drainage canal atPurok 1, Brgy. Valentina, LaPaz,
Agusan del Sur. GPS reading is 8ol1'40.9"-N/125o44' 18.3"-E.

Fig.2 Retaining wall is highly recommended on this ection of Purok 2. Active landsliding was

observed. Proper concrete road and concrete drainage canal are also recommended to minimize

erosion. GPS reading is 8o1 l'39.2"-N/125o44'05.3"-8.

Fig. 3 No drainage canal and no concrete road at Purok 3. GPS reading is 8ol l'34.9"-
N|125"43',46.6"-8.
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Fig. 4 Some local
foot-slope.

Fig. 5 The Lope Cortes Elementary School at Purok 3 is underlain by daylighted structure of
tuifaceous siltstone-sandstone where active soil creeping and landsliding on the eastern side of
the school were noted. Proper concrete drainage canal should be constructed within the school

campus to minimize water saturation to the bedrock that may trigger mass wasting' GPS

readins is 8o 1 1'39.4" -Nl I25" 43' 5I.4" -8.

6 Landslide scarp beside the Lope Cortes Elementary School building which was stated atFig.
Fig.
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Fig.7 Majority local residents of Brgy.
road also follows the ridge topographv.

Fig. 8 This unfinished Barangay Hall of Valentina is situated within the local ridge. No further

development to be done near the cliff. Proper drainage canal and planting of deep-rooted trees must

be implemented on this area to minimize landslide. GPS reading is 8o1l'37.2"-N1125"43'58.2"-E-

Valentina are situated along the barangay road where the

Fig. 9 No drainage canal and no concrete road at Kilometer-4l
topography. GPS reading is 8o09' 33.5"-N/1 25o39' 1 0.6"-E.

which was located along ridge line
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Fig. 10 Km. 41 Elementary School was wipe-out by typhoon "Pablo". Temporary classes was

held at the Bom Again Church which was handled by Teacher Felimon P. Jumawan.

Fig. l1 Classes of Km. 41 Elementary School was held at the Born Again Church. GPS reading is
g" 09' 29 .4" -N/ I 25'3 9', 07 .3" -F.
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BRGY. VILLAPAZ

Upper left photo shows a scouring along Barangay Villa Paz road located at Kimondo

Creek. Scouring is due to the creek's overflow when the two existing RCP culverts (right

photo) cannot accommodate too much volume of water along the creek. Also flooding in
this area is too deep, making this portion of the road inaccessible. Recommend to replace

existing RCP culverts into box-type culvert to accommodate more volume of water

especially during heavy rains. Elevating this portion of the barangay road is also

recommended.

Photos show some portions of Purok 1 and Purok 2 which are

recommended to be provided with proper drainage canals to

facilitate surface run-off especially during healy rainfall.
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Photos above are some portions of Purok 3 including at Kimondo
Elementary School which has existing drainage canals. Recommend to
define these canals and conduct regular maintenance to accommodate

surface run-offmore sufficiently especially during heavy rainfall.

Photos are some portions of Purok 4 which is recommended to define

existing drainage canals and conduct regular maintenance on it to
facilitate surface run-off more efficiently especially during heavy

rainfall event.
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Photos above are some houses at Purok 5 and are rated low to
flooding. Recommend to provide a connecting road from the main

barangay towards the purok for an easier access.
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A resident showing the flood height at Purok 5

Imelda that approximately reached more than a meter

durins an inclement weather condition.

Pignan creek located at Purok 5 Imelda that needs to be

rechanneled to minimize the effects of flooding in the
area.-
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A view showing the pilot road located at Purok 5

Magsagubsob, Sitio Maitom that needs to be improved for
better accessibility if quick response or if immediate evacuation

is needed especially during bad weather condition.
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